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CASE WRITING

Various technical notes and case studies including:

Cash Flow and the Time Value of Money
Value of Additional Information
Introduction to Analytical Probability
PLANNER: Financial Forecasting for COGOTATE
New Mexico Health Insurance Institute
Boston Weather Bureau
Virginia Mutual Trust, Inc.
The Avocado
Optimex at Citibank, N.A.
Green Giant Company--Harvest Simulation Model
CONOCO Chemicals--Surfactant Distribution Study
General Mills, Inc., Sperry Division (A), (B), (C)
General Mills, Inc., Sperry Division Videotape
Dhahran Roads (A), (B)
T. Rowe Price Associates
Florida Glass Company
Myerson Industries/Centralia Construction Corp
George's T-shirts
Francis & Mayo, Inc. - Richard Mayo/Alex Smith
Postal Automation - ZIP+4
The Gatefield Project
Athens Glass Works
Harimann International
Glendell Inc.: Lee Taylor/Merrill Patterson
Proactive Decision Making
What if . . . ?
Competitor Analyses
Monitor Technology: Chris Kerns/Shannon Allen
Merck & Company: Product KL-798

Simulation as a Decision Aid
Assessment and Use of Probability Distributions
Probability Assessment with the Aid of Historical Data
Novon Cement Company
Shasta Timber Incorporated
Crocker Coupler Corporation (A), (B)
Massachusetts No-Fault Insurance
Power Electronics Corporation
Southern Railway System
Harvest Simulation Model Videotape I, II
Guardian Life Insurance Company of America
Harvest Simulation Model Videotape I, II
Guardian Life Insurance Company of America
Playco, Inc.
The Commerce Tavern
Compressor Corporation (A), (B)
Basey Associates/Mark Foley
Jade Shampoo (A), (B)
Galaxy Micro Systems (A), Supplement
RMC: Hydra Division/Akron Foundry
The Waldorf Property
Acton Manufacturing: The Dinner Meeting
Integrated Siting Systems, Inc.
Trump Shuttle: Northwest Airlines/Citicorp
Voyager Inn/TourAmerica
Evaluating Multiperiod Performance
Probability: The Language of Uncertainty
The CIT Group/AmBank International
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